
HGC in Lockdown 
Covid 19  
There are  a number of families in our area who have been 
affected by  Covid 19, our thoughts are with you and we wish 
those infected a speedy recovery. 
Please keep safe !!! 
 

  
 

 

Proposed road closures 

Thank you to those residents who have submitted their                   

responses with respect to our road closure initiative.  Where 

residents have replied,  we have seen an                                        

overwhelming show of support in favour of the booms. 

We need YOUR HELP for the proposed road closures to                      

become a reality.  We need YOU to: 

 Return the Road closure forms to                                            

info@hurlingham.org.za; 

 Indicate your level of financial support for the booms;  

 Sign up and become a contributor to the HGC. 

Our public space security solution has been effective to date  

but we foresee changes in crime levels over the coming 

months as a consequence of the Covid pandemic.  Help us 

stay ahead of the curve by supporting our road closure.  

Don’t leave this to someone else to get it done. Please                 

submit your forms today!  Speak to your street rep or one of 

the committee members if you have any questions. 

Neighbourhood Requests 

Please wear masks 
It is wonderful to still see so many people walking, jogging and 
cycling on our streets and in the servitude.  It is however                     
disconcerting to see that a number of people are not wearing 
masks. This is especially noticeable with the cyclists in the 
servitude. Please—for the sake of safety to yourselves and                  
to others — WEAR YOUR MASK. 
 

 

 

 

Please keep your pavements tidy so we can all have a                   
neighbourhood to be proud of. 
We remind dog walkers to please pick up after their dogs. 

 

 

July_August 2020 

Message from the HGC Chair  -  Sonja  Carshagen 

Hellen Keller summed it up best when she said: “Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much”.  This is the                             

philosophy that drives the HGC.  The HGC exists because of a shared vision for our community; people who give of their time 

freely and (most importantly) your financial contributions!  You will have seen our communications about our proposed road                       

closures.   I hope that we can pull together as a community to see this proposal succeed.  

We celebrate the achievements of two residents who ran a very different Comrades-through-Hurlingham in June. The                             

encouragement and support of HGC residents – complete strangers on the day – went a long way in pulling these runners 

through some tough kilometres.   

We also highlight the efforts of individuals who make our suburb a better place to live in – from tending to our beautiful 

Hurlingham Park to building kiddies bike tracks on the green belt.  Get outdoors and enjoy these spaces! 

Until next time, take care and stay connected.                                                                                                       Sonja 

Future HGC Events 

 Join Andre Aiton (MD of BeagleWatch) on Zoom who 

will provide details of crime trends and how to protect 

yourself in these times.  Thurs 6 Aug @6pm. 

       ID: 821 5282 0505  Password: 096504 

 Look out for an upcoming talk by former al-Qaeda cap-

tive Stephen McGowan  who will talk exclusively to 

HGC residents.  Due to the lockdown restrictions, this 
will be an online event.  We will  publish details on our 
WhatsApp groups. 

Thanks for caring about where we live! Our community security exists only through your contributions   -  are you a contributor? 

Contact membership@hurlingham.org.za to sign up. 

mailto:info@hurlingham.org.za
mailto:membership@hurlingham.org.za


 

Security tips from BeagleWatch 
Kids Cycle Track 
Thanks to our HGC handymen with help from                       
residents for building a bike track on the spruit      
exclusively for our kiddies. Now the kids have some-
where safe to ride.  Look out for more such initiatives. 
Please keep your children off the big jumps as these 
are  dangerous and prone to nasty accidents. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trail Coffee Bru 
Out and about on the spruit?  Meet your neighbours 
at the Trail Coffee Bru pop up table located corner 
Kildare & Stafford  (opposite the Kildare gate). 

 Open on weekends 08h00—12h00 
Enjoy a fresh coffee; cappuccino; latte; hot chocolate 
and more and help build a community. 
 

Tariff Increases 
The City of Johannesburg has reduced                      
proposed increases after  push back from residents. 

 Property tariffs will go up 4%, instead of the 
proposed 4.9%. 

 Water tariffs will go up 6.6%, instead of 8.6%. 

 Electricity tariffs will go up 6.23%, instead of 
8.10%. 

For more information visit the dear SOUTH AFRICA 

web site (dearsouthafrica.co.za) 

HGC Comrades Heroes 

Khanyiso Ndlovu 

Late last year I had entered to do what would have been my 9th Comrades Marathon in 2020. Running and this ultramarathon has become 
part of my life since I started back in 2012. ‘Comrads’ is an important part in the lives of many South Africans - whether they are in that 
stretch of road between Pietermaritzburg and Durban or in their couches watching through the day.  
  
When the Race-the-Comrades-Legends virtual race was announced, I was excited to enter again.  Comrades for me is also an opportunity to 
give back to good causes that benefit from my moment of "madness".  Since 2012, I have been running in support of the early childhood 
development programmes of the Community Chest of Pietermaritzburg and Durban. 
  
On 14 June, I strapped up to run around the streets of Hurlingham. By then I had informed some of my neighbours—just so they didn’t think 
I'd gone crazy running around HGC for the full day… and of course to request support for the good cause I was doing all this for.  I started 
around 02h30 in the cold and dark to give myself a head start.  By 05h00, I was so cold that I really wanted to quit.  My only motivation at 
that point was everyone who had contributed towards the fundraising effort. When the sun came out, things got a little better and I was able 
to shed some of the layers of gear I had on. I eventually finished the 90 km in the afternoon. 
  
I received such tremendous support from the HGC community that day — I truly appreciate the sense of community we have here. People 
came out of their houses to wish me well as the going was getting tough. Towards the end, some came out to pace me on bikes and by foot 
when my strength was no more… It was just awesome. 
  
A total of over R 7 500 was raised mostly through the contributions from this community towards the Community Chest and for this I am so 
grateful. 



Local Personality: Alison Billett 

Petrol Pump Wisdom: Local Motorists get daily inspiration from chalkboard quotes. Some motorists deliberately travel past 

the garage in Hyde Park to read the daily quotes. 

The lady behind this wonderful initiative is our own Alison Billett from St Andrews Road. 

 

 

 

 

The board was inherited from the previous owner at Hutton Hyde Park and Alison has continued the tradition for the past 

20 years. The continued tradition has become even more of a landmark now that it is on social media.  

Alison says “Not a day goes by when I don’t get a call or a visit from someone to tell me how much they appreciate the                 

message -  it seems that every day  there’s something that just speaks to what is going on in someone’s life and that inspire 

or motivates them. We use a variety of quotations  -  some are topical, some are funny, some are inspirational, some even 

reflect what is going on in my life that day. Different things appeal to different people. 

 

 

 

 

 

The boards were spotted by a motivational speaker from the UK, Geoff Ramm, he was so taken by them he included a piece 

about them in his book. The boards have appeared many times in newspapers and magazines and been spoken about on 

radio stations all over the world. Bob 95FM in the USA posted Alison’s “Why do we only rest in Peace? Why don’t  we live in 

peace too? “ quote, which has now had  quarter of a million hits. 

Probably the most reaction she got from the public was after Madiba’s passing, when she covered the boards with big black 

cloths. 

Alison is married to Tony and has two grown up children, Mark and Jenny.  

In addition to brightening many a motorists day, Alison is also an  

accomplished botanical artist.   

 

Terri Westgate 

A Maxwell MacDonald resident, refused to let the cancellation of this year’s Comrades marathon get her down and lined up for 
a slightly different (and mentally tougher) 90kms route on 14 June. Despite less than perfect training  conditions during                    
lockdown and the disappointment of not being able to line up at the start line for what would’ve been her first Comrades, she 
and Elanor Katz breezed through Hurlingham and various other northern suburbs (many of them twice) in a comfortable ten and 
half hours and finished strongly enough to enjoy a glass or two of champagne at the end. More importantly, she managed to 
raise over R25 000 for PEN (https://pen.org.za/what-we-do/#Education), a NGO that focuses on early childhood development.  

https://pen.org.za/what-we-do/#Education


Going Green 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A big thanks to Paul Rangecraft and the HGC gardeners for their work in Hurlingham park.  They have been cutting back 
branches, opening up the stream and clearing rubbish. The area is looking beautiful and attracting wonderful wildlife—even 
in the middle of winter.     

If you want to get involved in park initiatives, please contact Simon Grose at:  environment@hurlingham.org.za  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are currently working on the HGC bird list for our web site, please email your lists or sightings to 
mel.m@netactive.co.za. 

 


